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Abstract

A new high-speed color printer uses new image screening
methods that lead to superior-quality images. The screen
rulings as well as the screening angles are varied. The cyan,
magenta, and yellow screens are around 200 lines per inch.
The black screen starts at 212 lines per inch at 45 degrees
and progresses to 300 lines per inch at zero degrees when
half the pels in the basic cell are on. This improves the
details in the black color plane without introducing
significant m&b patterns.

Since the printer is capable of 4 bits/color, threshold
matrices are used to determine onset of printing. The actual
output intensities are selected from look-up-tables indexed
by the input value minus the threshold. Experiments showed
that the intermediate intensity values reproduced best as
leading pels on vertical marks. Results for mixing halftones
at significantly different screen nrlings are illustrated.

1. Introduction

The IBM InfoColor 130+ prints 130 pages per minute at a
resolution of 600 dots per inch (dpi). Eight print stations
deposit cyan (C), yellow (Y), magenta (M), and black (K)
toners on the front and back of the continuous-roll paper.
Two pages can be primed next to each other on both sides.
The paper moves through the printer at approximately three
inches per second.

Unlike most printers that print either fully saturated color(s)
or nothing so that the paper shows through as the
background  color, the X&on marking engine prints
fourteen intermediate intensities in addition to white (no
toner) and a fully saturated color (i.e. 4-bits per color).
However, large areas printed with only intermediate values
showed objectionable mottling, paper texture, and sensitivity
to operating conditions. Patches printed at a constant
intermediate value looked more like leather than a smooth

continuous-tone output. The next section details some of the
experiments which led us to the conclusion that the
intermediate values printed most consistently when placed
next to fully saturated values. We call this printing of the
intermediate values on the edges of a cluster of fully
saturated pels as “gray-on-edges” since most of the
ex+iments were performed on the black component where
we could most easily see the effects.

Section 3 explains how binary threshold matrices can be
combined with a simple lookup table (LUT) for multilevel
gray-on-edges printing. Section 4 illustrates the mixing of
different lines per inch screens to improve detail. Section 5
describes the design of the super cell clustered dither with
stochastic interpolation binary threshold matrices. Section
6 shows the measured reflectance of the black component.

2. Experiments

An experiment with two inch square patches containing
alternating white and fully saturated lines (i.e. 300 line pairs
per inch printed vertically or horizontally) printed with I, 2,
3, or 4 colors yielded unexpected results. The colors printed
as vertical lines appeared to be more saturated and uniform
than when printed as horizontal lines. The patches
containing vertical lines appeared continuous. Under
magnification the white and saturated lines appeared to be
about the same width.

Figure 1 shows some of the other experiments which helped
determine how to obtain consistent intermediate intensity
print quality. Figure la indicates the basic 6 inch x 5.5 inch
grid of l/2 inch square patches. The length of the 1 x M
long mark changes along one axis from an isolated pel to a
complete line through the N pel x 12 pel cells. The other
axis increased the number (N-l) of white rows between
marks. Since N started at 2, at least one white row separated
the marks. A separate page was created for each output
level L and color component. Figure lb shows the cell
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